BASKETBALL - Men’s and Women’s
Warm up prior to participation and warm down upon conclusion.
It is “strongly” recommended that mouth guards be worn during play
(General Rule 1.1, 1.2 & 1.3 apply)
Umpiring:
Each church is required to provide at least one umpire. Umpiring will be fixtured, and therefore
umpires should attend at the time and court listed. Failure to supply these umpires will incur a loss
of 10 points for each game.
Scoring:
Each team may be required to provide at least one person to score for their game. If you do not
have a scorer and there is a dispute there is no appeal process. The score sheet cannot be
altered after the game.
Fouls:
Each player is allowed three (3) personal fouls before he/she is disqualified from the game. Each
team is allowed five (5) team fouls before incurring free throw penalties on the sixth and every
following defensive foul.
Technical and Intentional Fouls:
A technical foul involving the equipment or minor swearing will be recorded on the score sheet as a
T in that player's foul count. The opposition will be awarded two free throws and possession of the
ball from the half line. A technical foul or intentional foul against another player disqualifies the
offender from the rest of the game and possibly from the rest of the games that day. All instances
should be reported to the Sport Coordinator immediately that they occur.
Time outs:
Teams are not allowed time outs. The referee may call a time out in the event of an injury in order
to get the injured person seen to and off the court.
Disputes: All disputes are to be reported to the Sport Coordinator at the main scorers table
straight after the game in order to come to as quick and fair decision as possible.
All other Australian standard basketball rules apply
Scoring
Winner (2 points) and points for and against.
Loser (0 points) and points for and against.
Draw (1 point each) and points for and against.
Finals:
In the event of a drawn game after full time 5 minutes extra time will be played. Should the
scores still be even after extra time then golden goal applies (next team to score wins).
Equipment
SportsFest Supply Basket Balls
Teams to Supply numbered tops & competitors to have own personal safety equipment
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